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Emanuela Duca, a jewelry artist based in Manhattan, was born in Rome, Italy. While pursuing her
degree from the School of Art in Rome and the European Institute of Design, Ms. Duca was involved in
dance, painting and sculpture. But it was in jewelry design that she finally found the medium she had
been searching for: the marriage of movement and sculpture. Ms. Duca’s earth-bound, highly textured
surfaces are evocative of volcanic ash and the ancient ruins of her native Rome. But their shape and
combination, true to her New York sensibility, are clean, simple and minimal. Sculpted in wax, then
forged and constructed in sterling silver, the individual forms are shaped and manipulated through
various techniques mastered by the artist through many years of experimentation. It’s a very physical
process, one that allows Ms. Duca to put an exclamation point on her unique design language as she
creates the kind of primitive, highly sophisticated forms that are always revealing themselves in fresh,
unexpected ways and for which she has become so well known.
Established in New York City since 2005, Emanuela has exhibited in numerous retail and wholesale
shows throughout the country, including the Smithsonian, the Philadelphia Museum of Arts Craft
Shows, Couture International Jewelry Show (Las Vegas), and “LOOT!” exhibit at the Museum of Art
and Design in New York. She was also the recipient of the 2009 American Craft Council Award of
Excellence. Very recently, Ms. Duca has also been selected for the prestigious CFDA (The Council of
Fashion Designers of America) “Incubator” program. The CFDA’s “Incubator” program was launched
with Mayor Bloomberg on October 19, 2009, in partnership with New York City Economic
Development Corporation (NYCEDC) and Newmark Holdings, and it is designed to support the next
generation of fashion designers in New York City.
ARTIST STATEMENT
My work is a bridge between art and craft.
Inspired by the sumptuousness of 17th century Dutch still lifes, the color sensibility of fashion
photographer Chen Man, the line work of Sol Lewitt, Brice Marden and Cy Twombly and post-World
War II German stained glass, I create by hand in my studio small quantities of finely-crafted pieces that
are intimate, honest and feminine.
The act of creation is intensely personal for me, and my work evolves as I do. I work to create pieces
that become more interesting the longer you live with them—pieces that are compelling but feel subtle
and special.
Empowered by the philosophy that we all need and long for something that is beautiful, I strive to
complement the technical discipline required to create each piece with a strong aesthetic that embodies
a contemporary grace.
There is an enigmatic beauty in things that have been made by hand with an intimate knowledge of
materials, but always with the personal passion of an artist. My goal is to create work that will stand the
test of time for the confident woman.
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